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Abstract

Word embeddings learned from massive text
collections have demonstrated significant levels
of discriminative biases. However, debiasing
on the Chinese language, one of the most spo-
ken languages, has been less explored. Mean-
while, existing literature relies on manually cre-
ated supplementary data, which is time- and
energy-consuming. In this work, we propose
the first Chinese Gender-neutral word Embed-
ding model (CGE) based on Word2vec, which
learns gender-neutral word embeddings with-
out any labeled data. Concretely, CGE utilizes
and emphasizes the rich feminine and mascu-
line information contained in radicals, i.e., a
kind of component in Chinese characters, dur-
ing the training procedure. This consequently
alleviates discriminative gender biases. Ex-
perimental results show that our unsupervised
method outperforms the state-of-the-art super-
vised debiased word embedding models with-
out sacrificing the functionality of the embed-
ding model.

1 Introduction

Investigations into the representation learning re-
vealed that word embeddings are often prone to
exhibit discriminative gender stereotype biases
(Caliskan et al., 2017). Consequently, these biased
word embeddings have effects on downstream ap-
plications (Dinan et al., 2020; Blodgett et al., 2020).
Mitigating gender stereotypes in word embedding
are becoming a research hotspot due to its peni-
tential application, and a number of the existing
debias works are dedicated to the English language
(Zhao et al., 2018a; Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019).
However, debiasing on Chinese, one of the most
spoken languages, has drawn less attention these
days.

In the Chinese language, “radical” is a graphi-
cal component of Chinese characters, which serves

∗ Equal Contribution
† Corresponding authors

as an indexing component in the Chinese dictio-
nary. Radical can suggest part of the meaning of
the character due to the phono-semantic attribute of
the Chinese language. For example, “氵(water)” is
the radical of “河 (river),湖 (lake)”. Consequently,
a series of works have shown that radicals can en-
hance the word embedding quality (Chen et al.,
2015; Yin et al., 2016; Chen and Hu, 2018). As part
of the radical system, the gender-related radicals,
i.e., “女(female)” and “亻(man)”, contains gender
information of the corresponding character. Specif-
ically, the radical “女(female)” can denote female
and “亻(man)” can denote people, which includes
male gender information. For example, charac-
ters “姐(sister),妇(wife),妈(mother),姥(grandma)”
all have the radical of “女(female)”, demonstrating
that these are feminine words. Hence, we assume
that radical is a natural information source to cap-
ture feminine and masculine information, and such
information can help the model learn gender defini-
tion. Once the model learns what is the definition
of gender, it can identify the gender bias that is not
actually relevant to gender.

To this end, we propose our Chinese Gender-
neutral word Embedding model (CGE) that is based
on the classic Word2vec model, where the basic
idea is to predict the target word given its context
words. CGE has two variations, i.e., Radical-added
CGE and Radical-enhanced CGE. Radical-added
CGE emphasizes the gender definition informa-
tion by directly adding the radical embedding to
the word embedding. We next propose a Radical-
enhanced CGE, where radical embeddings are em-
ployed to predict the target word instead of adding
to the word embedding. This is a more flexible
approach, where the gradients of the embeddings
of words and radicals can be different in the train-
ing process. Note that the radical can be extracted
from the character itself, hence, our model can also
learn gender-neutral word embedding in an unsu-
pervised fashion. Experimental results show that
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our methods outperform the supervised models.

2 Related Work

Chinese Word Embedding. Different from the
English language where words are usually taken as
basic semantic units, Chinese words have compli-
cated composition structures revealing their seman-
tic meanings (Li et al., 2020, 2021). More specifi-
cally, a Chinese word is often composed of several
characters, and most of the characters themselves
can be further divided into components such as rad-
icals. Chen et al. (2015) first presented a character-
enhanced word embedding model (CWE). Follow-
ing this work, Yin et al. (2016) proposed multi-
granularity embedding (MGE), which enriches
word embeddings by incorporating finer-grained
semantics from characters and radicals. Another
work (Yu et al., 2017) proposed to jointly embed
Chinese words as well as their characters and fine-
grained sub-character components. Chen and Hu
(2018) used radical escaping mechanisms to extract
the intrinsic information in the Chinese corpus. All
the above works do not deal with the gender bias
phenomena in Chinese word embeddings.
Gender Biased Tasks. Gender biases have been
identified in downstream NLP tasks (Hendricks
et al., 2018; Holstein et al., 2019). Zhao et al.
(2018a) demonstrated that coreference resolution
systems carry the risk of relying on societal stereo-
types present in training data and introduced a new
benchmark, WinoBias, for coreference resolution
focused on gender bias. Gender bias also exists in
machine translation (Prates et al., 2018), e.g., trans-
lating nurses as females and programmers as males,
regardless of context. Stanovsky et al. (2019) pre-
sented the first challenge set and evaluation proto-
col for the analysis of gender bias in machine trans-
lation. Notable examples also include visual SRL
(cooking is stereotypically done by women, con-
struction workers are stereotypically men, (Zhao
et al., 2017)), lexical semantics (“man is to com-
puter programmer as woman is to homemaker”,
(Bolukbasi et al., 2016)) and so on.
Gender-neutral Word Embedding. Previous
works demonstrated that word embeddings can
encode sexist stereotypes (Caliskan et al., 2017).
To reduce the gender stereotypes embedded inside
word representations, Bolukbasi et al. (2016) pro-
jected gender-neutral words to a subspace, which is
orthogonal to the gender dimension defined by a list
of gender-definitional words. Concretely, they pro-

posed a hard-debiasing method where the gender
direction is computed as the vector difference be-
tween the embeddings of the corresponding gender-
definitional words, and a soft-debiasing method,
which balances the objective of preserving the inner
products between the original word embeddings.
Zhao et al. (2018a) aimed to preserve gender in-
formation in certain dimensions of word vectors
while compelling other dimensions to be free of
gender influence. Kaneko and Bollegala (2019)
debiased pre-trained word embeddings consider-
ing four types of information: feminine, masculine,
gender-neutral, and stereotypical. Following this
work, Kaneko and Bollegala (2021) applied the
debiasing technique to pre-trained contextualized
embedding model.

Compared with previous works, our work is fo-
cused on the Chinese language, and utilizes radi-
cals, a special component of Chinese character.

3 Methodology

We will take CBOW for example and demonstrate
our frameworks based on CBOW.

3.1 CBOW

As shown in Figure 1(a), CBOW predicts the tar-
get word, given context words in a sliding win-
dow. Concretely, given the word sequence D =
(x1, x2, ..., xT ), the ultimate goal is to maximize
the average log probablity:

1
T

∑T−c
t=c logP (xt|xt−c, ..., xt+c), (1)

where c is the size of the training context. The
prediction probability of xt based on its context
word is defined using softmax function:

P (xt|xt−c, ..., xt+c) =
exp

(
x⊤
o · xt

)
∑

xt′∈W exp (x⊤
o · xt′)

,

where W is the words in the vocabulary. xt is the
embedding of word xt, and xo is the average of all
context word vectors:

xo =
1
2c

∑
−c≤j≤c,j ̸=0 xt+j , (2)

Since this formulation is impractical because of
the training cost, hierarchical softmax and negative
sampling are used when training CBOW (Mikolov
et al., 2013b).
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(a) CBOW (b) Radical-added CGE (c) Radical-enhanced CGE

Figure 1: Illustrations of baseline model and two proposed models. Radical-added CGE directly adds radical
embedding to word embedding; Radical-enhanced CGE incorporates radical information to predict the target word.

3.2 Radial-added CGE
Since radical contains rich semantic and gender in-
formation, our model considers radical information
to improve gender-neutral word embeddings. In
Radical-added CGE, we directly add the radical
vector representation with word vector, as shown
in Figure 1(b).

The pivotal idea of Radical-added CGE is to
replace the stored vectors xt in CBOW with real-
time compositions of wt and rt, but share the same
objective in Equation 1. Formally, a context word
embedding xt is represented as:

xt =
1
2

(
wt +

1
Nt

∑Nt
k=1 r

k
t

)
, (3)

where Nt is the number of radicals in word xt,
wt is the word vector of xt, and rkt is the radical
vector of k-th radical in xt. Take Figure 1(b) for
example, when predicting the word “是(is)”, we
add the radical vector of “女” to word embedding
of “她(she)”, and add the average radical vector of
“彳,巾” to word embedding of “律师(lawyer)”.

3.3 Radical-enhanced CGE
In Radical-added CGE, the context word embed-
ding is the sum of the word vector and radical vec-
tor, which ensures that the context word embedding
contains the radical information. In this subsection,
we propose a more flexible gender-neutral model,
i.e., Radical-enhanced CGE, where the radical em-
bedding and the word embedding are separated,
where the former is utilized to enhance the latter.
The overview of Radical-enhanced CGE is shown
in Figure 1(c).

Concretely, the context word embedding xt now
equals wt, which means that it does not contain
radical embedding. Instead, we use context word
vectors as well as context radical vectors to predict
target words. Following setting in CBOW, we use
xo to denote the average of context word vectors,

and ro to denote the average of context radical
vectors:

xo =
1

2c

∑

−c≤j≤c,j ̸=0

xt+j , (4)

ro =
1

2c

∑

−c≤j≤c,j ̸=0

1

Nt+j

Nt+j∑

k=1

rkt+j , (5)

where c is the size of context window.
Next, xo is used to calculate the predicted prob-

ability P (xt|xt−c, ..., xt+c). Similarly, ro is also
used to obtain the context radical prediction proba-
bility, which is represented as P (xt|rt−c, ..., rt+c):

P (xt|xt−c, ..., xt+c) =
exp

(
x⊤
o · xt

)
∑

xt′∈W exp (x⊤
o · xt′)

,

(6)

P (xt|rt−c, ..., rt+c) =
exp

(
r⊤o · xt

)
∑

xt′∈W exp (r⊤o · xt′)
.

(7)

Finally, the optimization target is to maximize:

1
T

∑T−c
t=c ( logP (xt|xt−c, ..., xt+c)+

logP (xt|rt−c, ..., rt+c)). (8)

The intuition behind this model is that the con-
textual radical embedding rt interacts and predicts
the target word embedding xt so that the gender-
related information in radicals is implicitly intro-
duced in the word embeddings. During the back-
propagation, the gradients of the embeddings of
words and radical components can be different,
while they are the same in Radical-enhanced CGE.
Thus, the representations of words and radical com-
ponents are decoupled and can be better trained.
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Chinese word pair English word pair Category
神父-修女 Father: Nun Definition

:::::::::
弟弟：妹妹

:::::::::::::::::::
Headmaster:Headmistress Definition

狗：猫 Dog: cat None
书：杂志 Book: Magazine None
沙发：躺椅 Sofa: Lounge chair None
杯子：盖子 Cup: Lid None
医生：护士 Doctor: Nurse Stereotype
经理：秘书 Manager: Secretary Stereotype
门卫：收银员 Guard: Cashier Stereotype
领导：助理 Leader: Assistant Stereotype

Table 1: Representative cases in CSemBias dataset.
English words with wavy lines are untranslatable and
we replace them with new Chinese words belonging to
the same category.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Dataset
We adopt the 1GB Chinese Wikipedia Dump1 as
our training corpus. We follow Yu et al. (2017)
when pre-processing the dataset, removing pure
digits and non-Chinese characters. JIEBA2 is used
for Chinese word segmentation and POS tagging.
We add all words in CSemBias in the tokenize
vocab dictionary to ensure that the gender-related
words are successfully recognized. Along with
each character is its radical, and we crawled the rad-
ical information of each character from HTTPCN3.
We obtained 20,879 characters and 218 radicals, of
which 214 characters are equal to their radicals.

4.2 Comparisons
We compare our method against several baselines:
GloVe: a global log-bilinear regression model pro-
posed in (Pennington et al., 2014).
Word2vec: introduced by Mikolov et al. (2013a),
which either predicts the current word based on
the context or predicts surrounding words given
the current word. We chose the CBOW model
following Chen et al. (2015); Yu et al. (2017).

The above two models denote non-debiased ver-
sions of the word embeddings.
Hard-GloVe: we use the implementation of hard-
debiasing (Bolukbasi et al., 2016) method to pro-
duce a debiased version of GloVe embeddings.
GN-GloVe: preserves gender information in cer-
tain dimensions of embeddings (Zhao et al.,
2018b).
GP(GloVe) and GP(GN): aims to remove gender
biases from pre-trained word embeddings GloVe

1http://download.wikipedia.com/zhwiki
2https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
3http://tool.httpcn.com/zi/

and GN-GloVe (Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019).
The above three models all rely on additional

labeled seed words including feminine, masculine,
gender-neutral, and stereotype word lists. We trans-
late their original word lists and adapt them to our
Chinese domain. Namely, we add 22 out of 24-
word pairs in the test dataset into the supplementary
data.

To compare our model with other structure-
based Chinese embedding models, we include the
performance of other models that also incorpo-
rate component information: CWE is a character-
enhanced word embedding model presented in
Chen et al. (2015); MGE and JWE are multi-
granularity embedding model that make full use
of word-character-radical composition (Yin et al.,
2016; Yu et al., 2017); RECWE is a radical en-
hanced word embedding model (Chen and Hu,
2018). These baselines include radical informa-
tion in the word embedding construction pro-
cess, but also take other information sources such
as character-level information into consideration,
which diminishes the importance and effectiveness
of gender-related radicals. The purpose of this com-
parison is to demonstrate that existing structure-
based Chinese word embedding models still suffer
from gender bias problems.

4.3 Implementation Details

For all models, we use the same parameter settings.
Following Yu et al. (2017), we set the word vector
dimension to 200, the window size to 5, the training
iteration to 100, the initial learning rate to 0.025,
and the subsampling parameter to 10−4. Words
with a frequency of less than 5 were ignored during
training. We used 10-word negative sampling for
optimization. The whole training process takes
about six hours.

5 Experimental Result

5.1 Evaluating Debiasing Performance

CSemBias Dataset. To evaluate debiasing per-
formance of our model, we come up with a new
dataset named CSemBias (Chinese SemBias).
Concretely, we hire three native Chinese speakers
to translate the original English SemBias (Zhao
et al., 2018b) dataset to the Chinese version. Each
instance in CSemBias consists of four word pairs:
a gender-definition word pair (Definition; e.g., “神
父-修女(priest-nun)”), a gender-stereotype word
pair (Stereotype; e.g., “医生-护士(doctor-nurse)”)
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Embeddings
CSemBias-subset CSemBias

Definition ↑ Stereotype ↓ None ↓ Definition ↑ Stereotype ↓ None ↓
GloVe 40.0 37.5 22.5 49.1 31.4 19.5
Word2vec 47.5 30.0 22.5 72.5 17.7 9.8
CWE 45.5 27.5 27.0 57.3 25.2 17.5
JWE 45.0 25.0 30.0 52.3 25.9 21.8
RECWE 50.0 25.0 25.0 60.4 21.4 18.2
MGE 57.5 32.5 10.0 63.6 30.7 5.7
Hard-GloVe 17.5 57.5 25.0 73.6 15.7 10.7
GN-GloVe 17.5 50.0 32.5 92.5 4.5 3.0
GP(GloVe) 15.0 52.5 32.5 71.1 16.4 12.5
GP(GN) 12.5 50.0 37.5 90.4 7.3 2.3
Radical-added CGE 82.5†∗ 15.0†∗ 2.5†∗ 93.4†∗ 3.9†∗ 2.7†∗
Radical-enhanced CGE 75.0†∗ 17.5†∗ 7.5†∗ 86.8†∗ 10.0†∗ 3.2†∗

Table 2: Prediction accuracies for gender relational analogies. † and ∗ indicate statistically significant differences
against Word2vec and Hard-GloVe respectively.

Model Wordsim-240 Wordsim-295

GloVe 0.5078 0.4419
Word2vec 0.5009 0.5985
Hard-GloVe 0.5046 0.4378
GN-GloVe 0.5026 0.4400
GP(GloVe) 0.4959 0.4451
GP(GN) 0.4959 0.4451
Radical-added CGE 0.5120 0.5875
Radical-enhanced CGE 0.5067 0.5821

Table 3: Results on word similarity evaluation.

and two other word-pairs that have similar mean-
ings but not a gender relation (None; e.g., “狗-
猫(dog-cat)”, “茶杯-盖子(duc-lid)”). CSemBias
contains 20 gender-stereotype word pairs and 22
gender-definitional word pairs, and we use their
Cartesian product to generate 440 instances. In the
annotation process, for the translatable words, the
annotators obtain the same translation results to be
included in CSemBias. For untranslatable words,
each annotator comes up with a Chinese word be-
longing to the same category, and they decide the
final word together.

Examples are shown in Table 1. Since some
of the baselines follow the supervised style, we
split the CSemBias into training and test datasets.
Among the 22 gender-definitional word pairs, 20-
word pairs are used in the training, and the left 2
pairs are used for the test dataset. We name the out-
of-domain test dataset as CSemBias-subset.

Debias Evaluation. To study the quality of
the gender information present in each model,
we follow Jurgens et al. (2012) to use the anal-
ogy dataset, CSemBias, with the goal to iden-
tify the correct analogy of “he- she” from four
pairs of words. We measure relational similarity

between (他(he),她(she)) word-pair and a word-
pair (a, b) in CSemBias using the cosine similar-
ity between the

# »

he − #    »

she gender directional vec-
tor and a⃗ − b⃗ directional vector. We select the
word-pair with the highest cosine similarity with
# »

he − #    »

she as the predicted answer. If the trained
embeddings are gender-neutral, the percentage of
gender-definitions is expected to be 100%.

From Table 2, we can see our models achieve
the best performances on both datasets. In
terms of CSemBias-subset, component-based
Chinese word embedding models achieve better
performance than simple GloVe or Word2vec,
which demonstrates that component information
is indeed useful in alleviating gender bias. To
our surprise, debias models perform poorly on
CSemBias-subset, indicating that they do not
generalize well to out-of-domain tests. Comparing
the performances on CSemBias-subset and
CSemBias, we can find that the performance of
supervised baseline models highly relies on labeled
gender-related word sets. As for our model, both
Radical-added CGE and Radical-enhanced CGE
achieve comparable and even better performance
than the state-of-the-art GN-GloVe model and per-
form significantly better than Hard-GloVe. Radical-
added CGE outperforms Radical-enhanced CGE
by a small margin, because it directly stores radi-
cal information in word embedding, emphasizing
gender information explicitly. Since both of our
models are unsupervised, the result means that the
radical semantic information in Chinese is espe-
cially useful for alleviating gender discrimination,
and our models can successfully utilize such infor-
mation. We use the Clopper-Pearson confidence
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intervals following Kaneko and Bollegala (2019)
to do the significance test.

5.2 Preservation of Word Semantics

Apart from examining the quality of the gender
information present in each model, it is also im-
portant that other information that is unrelated to
gender biases is preserved. Otherwise, the perfor-
mance of downstream tasks that use these embed-
dings might be influenced.

Semantic Similarity Measurement. This task
evaluates the ability of word embedding by its
capacity of uncovering the semantic relatedness
of word pairs. We select two different Chinese
word similarity datasets, i.e., Wordsim-240 and
Wordsim-295 provided by Chen et al. (2015).
Wordsim-240 contains 240 pairs of Chinese words
and their corresponding human-labeled similarity
scores, and the same is true for Wordsim-295. Pre-
vious work (Kaneko and Bollegala, 2019) noted
that there exist gender-biases even in the English
word similarity test dataset. However, we con-
firm that no stereotype examples exist in Chinese
Wordsim-240 and wordsim-295. The similarity em-
bedding score for a word pair is computed as the
cosine similarity of their embeddings. We com-
pute the Spearman correlation (Myers et al., 2010)
between the human-labeled scores and similarity
scores computed by embeddings. Higher correla-
tion denotes better quality. From Table 3, we can
see that Radical-added CGE obtains the best per-
formance on Wordsim-240 dataset, outperforming
the best baseline Word2vec by 0.0111. A possible
reason is that radical information is also useful in
semantic similarity tests. Generally, two CGE mod-
els perform comparable to Word2vec, indicating
that information encoded in Word2vec is preserved
while stereotype gender bias is removed.

Analogy Detection. This task examines the
quality of word embedding by its ability to dis-
cover linguistic regularities between pairs of words.
Take the tuple “罗马(Rome):意大利(Italy)-柏
林(Berlin):德国(Germany)”, the model can answer
correctly if the nearest vector representation to
#        »

Italy − #          »

Rome+
#             »

Berlin among all words except
Rome, Italy, and Berlin. More generally, given an
analogy tuple “a : b − c : d”, the model answers
the analogy question “a : b − c :?” by finding x
that:

arg max
x̸=a,x̸=b,x̸=c

cos(
#»

b − #»a + #»c , #»x ) (9)

Model Total Capital State Family

GloVe 0.7846 0.8655 0.9257 0.4926
Word2vec 0.7954 0.8493 0.8857 0.6029

Hard-GloVe 0.7563 0.9099 0.8571 0.3088
GN-GloVe 0.7794 0.9114 0.8857 0.3824
GP(GloVe) 0.7633 0.8715 0.9029 0.4044
GP(GN) 0.7740 0.8996 0.8457 0.4154
Add-CGE 0.7625 0.8400 0.7829 0.4963
Enh-CGE 0.7794 0.8405 0.8914 0.5551

Table 4: Results on word analogy reasoning.

We use the same dataset as in (Yu et al., 2017),
which consists of 1,124 tuples of words and each
tuple contains 4 words. There are three categories
in this dataset, i.e., “Capital” (677 tuples), “State”
(175 tuples), and “Family” (272 tuples).

The percentage of correctly solved analogy ques-
tions is shown in Table 4. We can see that there is
no significant degradation of performance in our
model and debias baselines. Specifically, Radical-
enhanced CGE performs better than Radical-added
CGE. One possible reason is that, in Capital and
State related words, the semantic meanings can not
be directly revealed by radicals.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed two methods for unsu-
pervised training in Chinese gender-neutral word
embedding by emphasizing gender information
stored in Chinese radicals in explicit and implicit
ways. Our first model directly incorporates radical
embedding in its word embedding, and the second
one implicitly utilizes radical information. Experi-
mental results show that our unsupervised method
outperforms the supervised debiased word embed-
ding models without sacrificing the functionality
of the embedding model.

7 Bias Statement

In this paper, we study stereotypical associations
between male and female gender and professional
occupations in contextual word embeddings. We
regard a system as a biased system if the word
embeddings of a specific gender are more related
to certain professions. When such representations
are used in downstream NLP applications, there is
an additional risk of unequal performance across
genders (Gonen and Webster, 2020). We believe
that the observed correlations between genders and
occupations in word embeddings are a symptom of
an inadequate training process, and decorrelating
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genders and occupations would enable systems to
counteract rather than reinforce existing gender
imbalances.

In this work, we focus on evaluating the binary
gender bias performance. However, gender bias
can take various formats, and we are looking for-
ward to evaluating the bias in Chinese word embed-
dings by various methods.
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